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The Liquid Jade Primo, the star of Acers press conference, is a neat-looking phone, with a lot of glass on top and polished aluminum on the sides. Its killer
feature is a faux-retina screen. But this isn't a high-end high-resolution display. The Liquid Jade Primo has a screen with the same 432ppi pixel density that the
Acer Iconia Duo has. Everything is 8.9 inches, so there's not much screen on a phone with that size anyway. And the resolution of a 480p display is the same
as the 1280x720 resolution on the Iconia Duo, and everyone knows that the Iconia has a worse display. The pricing for the Liquid Jade Primo isn't available yet.
We can expect to see it first in black, since Acer is famous for designing the best-looking smartphones. The smartphone will be available first in Taiwan, and
then elsewhere in the world, beginning in March. I'll be keeping an eye on this phone, as well as other new Windows Mobile devices that might make it to the
U.S. Acer didn't show these phones at CES, which I believe was a good move because it avoided offending either Android or Windows phone fans, though it
made me wonder whether Acer was interested in attracting the latter type of customers. It would have made sense for Acer to show them here at CES, and
theycould have stood out from the crowd. But it's possible Acer chose to let the market supply Android phones for a while, because Microsoft has recently
made a big push for Windows 10 mobile and this year will be mostly about phones and PCs. description this script, using the smarty template engine, allows to
insert tables into a web page. this script allows you to use the igo primo web interface by creating a page with the create new page button and inserting tables
with the insert table button. using this script, you can insert a table with the following options:
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